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1- A(n) assessment of US policy of this period yields a mixed picture.
2. 

1. 

3.

4. 



2- The Soviet Union was seen as an …. power which if not contained would expand deeply into the

Middle East.
2. expansionary

1. benevolent

3. reformist

4. traditional
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connuing conﬂict . 

intervenon in war . %

cause to ﬁghng . 

stop war . 
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4- This network of alliances was meant to be a barrier to Soviet …… of the Middle East.
1. support

2. penetration

3. war

4. independence

5- When the Shah was appointed, the occupying forces reasoned that “he could be …..… if he did not

do as required”.
1. started

2. maintained

3. replaced

4. examined

6- Carter reacted as if the cold war had …… in a critical and dangerous fashion.
1. met

2. accepted

3. shocked

4. intensified

7- The US support for Israel actually ….. for the Soviet Union to expand its influence among Israel

Arab opponents.
1. paved way

2. retuned

3. cleared

4. suggested

8- Recent Iranian history has …… strong influences by the great powers, especially Britain and The

Soviet Unions.
1. turned

2. witnessed

3. been used

4. assessed
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supporting . 

acon of acquiring . %

unrest . 

helping . 
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10- Mussadiq rejected this policy and proposed the alternative of negative equilibrium.
1. 

2.  

3. 

4.

!

11- It ended in the downfall of the government of Mussadiq and greater US influence in the country

through the coup of 1953.
1. "#$ %&

3  از1 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. '(

3. )*
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12- This law prohibited any government official from discussing or signing any concessionary

agreement and made …… of this prohibition a punishable crime.
1. opposing

2. resigning

3. implementation

4. violation

13- The debate over oil na3onaliza3on ...... during the terms of the ﬁ5eenth Majlis in 1947.
1. occurred

2. used

3. extracted

4. was called

14- In fact, the negotiations were merely intended to convince the Majlis deputies of the

government’s a9empts to revise the 1933 agreement.
1. +#/ ! 0

2. +#/ 1

3. +#/ , 2

4. +#/ 3#4

3. enjoying

4. ignoring

15- Musaddiq was then …… much popular support.
1. affected by

2. appealing to
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assign . 

destroy . 

generation . 

domination . %
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apeal . 

oppose . 

reverse . 

void . 

phase . 

limitation . 

statement . 

progress . 

proposition . 
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expansion . %
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regression . 
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positive . %
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exception . 
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remove . %
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effective . 
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-20

administeration . %

21- It meant that all operation for exploration, extraction and sale should be in the hands of

government.
1. 567 89#02(←

2. 3 62/ 8 (# ←

3.

(# 83 62/←

4. 9#02( 83 62/←

22- It seemed that it was not only the representatives of the National Front in the Majlis who

managed to act in the interests of the country.
1. ,#/  # ,

3  از2 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. ,,& :1

3. ,#/  21
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23- These were first, the implementation of the nationalization law throughout the land and to use

funds for the general economic …… of the country and secondly, the amendment of the electoral
laws for the Majlis and for local councils.
1. well-being

2. culture

3. stage

4. nationalization

24- Seventy Thousand Iranian employees were still ……. on the pay‐role.
1. theoretical

2. theoretic

3. theory

4. theoretically
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support of a strong state to a weaker country . %
involvement in domesc aﬀairs of other countries . 
potenal alliance between two countries . 
relaon of a state to country it controls . 
26- The AIOC should be …… for all the revenues it would lose as a result of denial its access to Iranian

oil.
1. compensations

2. compensated

3. compensate

4. compensation
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proﬁtless acons in other countries . %
advantageous funding in foreign countries . 
gaining money by shipping . 
business abroad . 
28- The Iranian representatives held their first meeting with the AIOC delegation in Tehran on 14

June.
1. =>

2.

3. A@#1

$,  ?@

4.  B
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oil Company . 

local council . %

judiciary branch of government . 

the Brish parliament . 
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30- Musaddiq then stated that the Iranian state prefers to take over the production of oil, itself. The

company can do nothing else but …… its property to the rightful owners.
1. take

3  از3 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. want

3. refuse
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4. return
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